Message of the Editor
A big delay in our bulletin: Lots of problems! I hope we will have a quarterly bulletin,
but it needs more activity of our members.
From this issue, CPC bulletin will be bilingual; this makes a reciprocal relation among
our members worldwide. The experiences of the members will be transferred among
them more; and they know them!
The next two issues have a limited space for the articles, who have published just in
Persian or English. From the 4th issue, you can see the articles in both languages at
the same time. So, we have a limited time to receive the translations; it expires on
July 31, 2007!
Before taking a photo, a photographer thinks and plans! Without any thought or
program, there would be no good photos. These plans and thoughts, with your
method of working, the condition under that you work and your experience could
shape an article, which introduce you and your works to the photography world; other
photographers could use your experiences and your knowledge to promote their
knowledge and their photography. Our Aim: An International Relation between
photographers Worldwide, as well as Promoting their Photography Knowledge. The
articles of Canadian Camera magazine are samples of this thought.
We will have translations of the Canadian Camera magazine to Persian too. A new
section is determined to introduce the previous century Black & White Photographers,
as well as interview with Contemporary Photographers; another section for Photo Tips
and News. Critics on the members’ exhibitions, interview with members and technical
articles, as well as introducing photography books and magazines are the other parts
of the bulletin. More photos will be published too.
Continuation, Increasing Quality, Publishing on time… and the Life of the Bulletin
depends on our members; so we ask to send your works with some photos, to
translate the Canadian Camera magazine articles, to send news and photo tips, to
send your critics on exhibitions… all in English and Persian. If you don’t know Persian
or English, you can ask other members (or people) to do it; we will cooperate!
Thanks to Azin Rad, Malakeh Mir Pouya and Farzaneh Koochak Khani for their
attempts for this issue of the bulletin.
All the articles in this bulletin are the ideas of the writers and translators; Caroun
Photo club has no responsibility.
This bulletin publishes under the Copyright Law. No one is permitted to use or
reproduce of the texts of the bulletin. Using photos needs the written permission of
the photographer. We are not going to republish the photos, which are published in
other publications; so, to visit them, please refer to Canadian Camera magazine…
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